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Welcome

Purpose of drop-in session
The purpose of today’s drop-in Session is to share with you, the community,  
of what has been happening with the much-anticipated draft Waroona Town 
Centre Revitalisation Strategy. Today, we are also seeking feedback on the work 
that has been undertaken so far. 

Following months of engagement, planning, idea-generating and collaboration,  
the Waroona Town Centre Revitalisation Strategy is being prepared to guide the 
future development of the town centre. The draft Strategy is currently in its final 
stages, with today’s drop-in session being a key milestone in its development. 

Overall, the draft Strategy provides short, medium and longer-term aspirations  
and strategies that will enable the town centre to move towards success,  
becoming a regional destination for the Peel and beyond. 

The information presented to you today will also be made available on the Shire’s 
website along with feedback forms that will be available for comment until 
Wednesday 13th January 2021.

We would love your feedback!
There are 3 ways to provide feedback today, these include:

Feedback form Place a sticky note 
on these panels

Speak to project  
team members
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Background

Strategic community plan 
The Shire’s Strategic Community Plan 2020-2030 outlines the Shire’s visions and 
aspirations to guide the financial and community planning over the next 10 years. 
Key focus areas within this Plan that relate to the town centre include:

Shopfront  
presentation & upkeep

Renewable  
energy sources

Youth & aged  
friendly town

Community  
garden

Twilight / monthly 
markets, festivals, 

entertainment

Tourism attractions  
and events - create  
a local ‘day drive’

Streetscape  
beautification 

landscaping & crosswalks

Waroona Town Centre 
Strategy and Masterplan  

is published

2003

The Shire compiles a Town 
Centre Taskforce

2019
Preparation of the  

Strategy with feedback  
and engagement
WE ARE HERE!

2020

Shire of Waroona  
Strategic Community Plan - 

including workshops
“84% of participants regarded  

town centre upgrade initiatives  
as highly important”

2019

Shire engages element to 
prepare the Town Centre 

Revitilisation Strategy

2020
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Methodology
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Project focus area

Methodology

The defined project area 
for the Strategy includes 
a core and frame area. 
The core area includes 
the primary community 
and commercial areas, 
whilst the frame area 
captures the periphery 
residential, supporting 
commercial and 
recreational spaces 
along the South Western 
Highway.

The Strategy focuses  
on developing strategies 
and recommendations in 
the core and surrounding 
area, whilst taking into 
account the influence 
of the frame area and 
beyond.

Site visit and Town Centre 
Taskforce (TCTF) meeting

Early July 2020
Stakeholder engagement

3 online surveys, 1 x workshop and  
multiple stakeholder conversations

End of July to end of August

Stakeholder engagement  
and Drop-in Session.

Present to Council and  
TCTF for direct feedback.

Early to mid December

Drafting Strategy Report  
draft issue early 2021

Analyse engagement outcomes 
and craft the vision and themes

Take on feedback  
and finalise Report early 2021

Present the draft vision  
and initial directions to TCTF

October
Strategy idea development
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Analysis

Engagement findings
What would encourage you to visit your town centre 
more often?

What is something unique to Waroona?
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Lack of wayfinding

Lack of youth dedicated 
spaces and informal 
recreational areas

Inadequate 
availability of parking

Lack of visiting tourists 
shopping at local businesses

Limited store trading hours

Key 
Opportunities

Key  
Issues

Building on existing arts and 
crafts industry and celebrate 
artworks throughout

Draw upon the area’s 
connection to nature 
and adventure

Small events  
and local markets

Extended local business  
opening hours or Sunday trading

Increased parking area 
and RV friendly parking

Natural Amenity
‘Sea to scarp’ Town  

festivities

Friendly people

Local histories
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Vision - Town Centre

Objectives
These objectives are in response to many of the challenges and opportunities  
that have been captured through engagement and analysis to date. They will,  
in an overarching way, help guide each strategy to achieve the intended outcome 
of revitalising the town centre.

Vision
The town centre vision is aspirational and reflects the shared forward direction  
for the town centre to align investment and decision-making and is the basis  
of this Strategy and ideas. It is not meant to be a marketing campaign or slogan, 
but may be used to inform future destination development and marketing projects 
for the town centre.

The future vision for the Waroona Town Centre is:

Social, culture and community
1. Welcoming and unique spaces/activities for youth 

to enjoy within the town centre;
2. Multipurpose places to host a variety of events 

and activities;
3. An increased sense of community ownership and 

pride.
4. Representation of local Aboriginal and non-

Aboriginal families, past and present;

Layout & movement
8. Improved access, amenity, parking and wayfinding 

for visitors and locals;
9. Improved walkability and accessibility in terms of 

ease, interest and infrastructure;
10. A hierarchy of focal points that provide a sense 

of a town ‘centre’ supported by other nodes of 
activity;

Landscape & environment
11. Increased natural assets and landscaping in the town 

centre; and
12. Aesthetics that represent the local identity and 

vernacular and instill pride in the town and its assets.

Economic
5. Increased activity (amount of activity and total 

activity/opening hours) and vitality in the town centre;
6. Increased and diversified visitation, including capture 

of visitors to surrounding areas (with the town centre 
as a focal point);

7. Increase business and service diversity to create more 
businesses that are doing better;

“Drawing on the surrounding natural landscape,  
the town centre prov ides the genuine Waroona exper ience  
and is the welcoming heart for locals and v isi tors alike .”
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Guiding Place Themes

Connection to nature

Connection to nature
Water: 
Drawing on the connection to the dams, weir and irrigation, bring in 
the experience of water to the town centre – experientially, visually 
and audibly.
Local Produce: 
Recognising the local ‘food bowl’ and providing access to local 
produce within the town centre.
Sense of Adventure: 
Build on the nearby recreation activities/tourism drawcards as part  
of the town centre identity and service offer.
Arts, crafts and makers: 
Utilising local creativity and talent for curated artwork throughout  
the town centre.

Working with the land: 
Reflecting locally sourced materials e.g. wood, steel, machinery. 

Community & belonging
Community and gathering:
Celebrating the welcoming community through initiatives that build 
on the togetherness of a town centre through extended opening 
hours, diverse gathering spaces and improving welcome signage.
The next generation:
Focus on attracting and retaining young people in the area by 
providing activities for the younger generation to feel that they 
belong in their town centre.

Hub in the hinterland
Part of the Journey, ‘passing through’:
Providing key infrastructure to facilitate drop-in/stop visitation  
(i.e long parking bays, walkable town centre, ‘must do’ activities).
The natural retreat
Bringing the connection to nature throughout the town centre and 
providing information, signage and connection to surrounding ‘natural’ 
experiences on offer.
The countryside
Replicating the authentic country feel of Waroona – the positive 
qualities such as abundant natural features, green spaces, gathering 
spaces, welcoming community and local produce through materials, 
landscaping and activities within the town centre.

There have been several prevailing themes that have come out of the engagement feedback as well as the context 
analysis. The vision and guiding place themes work hand in hand with the vision and revitalisation objectives to guide 
the revitalisation strategies.
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Revitalisation Strategies

Social, Culture & Community

1

S1 - New community space
For many years the Shire has been aiming to consolidate 
an area of land in the town centre to be redeveloped into 
a community space that can cater for intergenerational 
recreation, events and activities. 
The Shire has been able to acquire consolidated land between 
the highway and Fouracre Street, opposite Memorial Hall, 
creating a ‘community hub’ on the southern end of the town 
centre. 

Please refer to the separate Concept Design panel for 
further information on the space.

Intended benefit:
• Providing a ‘community heart’ within the town centre
• Formal and informal recreation spaces for both community 

and visitors
• Creating places for a range of events to be hosted
• A broader visitor drawcard and place to dwell
• Improved interface with the adjacent café and community 

spaces across the road (Memorial Hall)
• Park design can show the ‘guiding place themes’ and 

stories through artworks, materials, structures etc. 
• Providing spaces for youth activity in town

S3 - Local legends
Provide interpretation stories and installations throughout town 
that celebrate ‘local legends’ - e.g. previous community members 
with high achievements, local families past and present.

Intended benefit:
• Increase a sense of connection, belonging and community
• Provide interesting stories/interpretation to share with locals 

and visitors which are an attraction in themselves

S4 - Public art trail / strategy
Connect the town centre through trail style artworks which 
create a sense of discovery and journey and tie in with improved 
paths. Focus on the main spine of the highway with smaller works 
encouraging pedestrians to explore the surrounding town’s 
hidden gems from end to end.

These works may include smaller murals, sculptures and 
integrated works which respond to a central theme, including:
• Local legends - celebrating the iconic community, characters 

and tales
• Beneath the surface - artworks which highlight Waroona’s 

industries, agriculture and natural elements
• Journey - communicate Waroona’s connections with the 

region to reinforce it as a link to activities further afield

S2 - Town centre welcome signs
Update the existing entry signage on the approach to town with 
signage that reflects whats on offer in the region, showcases the 
town’s aesthetic through colours and materials and its friendly 
welcoming nature.

Intended benefit:
• Align the Waroona ‘brand’ with positive experiences and 

attributes to be memorable and easily recognisable
• Reflect the town/community generosity and welcoming 

attitude from the entry into town

S4, S1

Themes: Links: S3, S1, S8

Themes: Links:

S8

Themes: Links:

S8, S4, S3

Themes: Links:
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Revitalisation Strategies

Social, Culture & Community
Focus on lighting key spaces in the town to help draw activity and 
recognise the importance of spaces. Recommended spaces include 
the trees along Foureacre street and the new community space. 

Intended benefit:
• Lighting can be utilised not only to provide safety and amenity 

but can enhance the appearance and activity in town centres, 
particularly at night

•  Install higher quality lighting that can then be utilised as 
an attraction and event and program activation (i.e. change 
colour).

2

S5 - Calendar of events

Themes: Links:

M7

Create a year-round calendar of divserse events (with associated 
promotion and marketing material) that reflect:

• Seasonality (spread events throughout the year, reflect 
changes in the landscape, harvest, winter etc.)

• Different drawcards / user groups (i.e. families, youth, retirees, 
interest groups)

• Different levels of activity and intensity (ranging from quite 
passive through to big drawcards such as the Waroona Show)

Intended benefit:
• Sustainable level of events in the town to create different 

drawcards throughout the year
• Catering for intergenerational interests and groups through a 

range of different events

S7 - Open (later) for business
S8 - Town centre aestheticThere is currently an absence of café / coffee options available 

in the afternoon (approx. past 3pm) in the town centre. There 
appears to be demand for these services from workers and 
visitors passing through as well as locals. 

To help incentivise existing cafes throughout town to open for 
extended hours, a trial program (9-12 months) is proposed that 
would allow businesses to apply for small grant funding from the 
Shire to open for scheduled (rostered) extended hours.

Intended benefit:
• Creating somewhere for transient regional workers and visitors 

to the town centre to stop in for coffee/food after current 
opening hours

• Bring more activity and aggregate opening hours to the town 
centre

• Record data during the trial to assess its effectiveness

Creating a guide of materials, colours, patterns and references 
to draw upon in building improvements, new developments and 
public realm changes. 

Part of this guide should include reference to:
• Bauxite coloured materials – i.e. dark rammed earth
• Local wood / timber (Marri, Jarrah)
• Aluminium and similar metals (cladding, framing, roofs, etc.)
• Reuse of materials and structures (agricultural)
• Defined colour palette (a range of palettes)

Intended benefit:
• Create a cohesive aesthetic that ties in both works from the 

Shire, other organisational bodies and private developers/
business 

• Connect the town centre aesthetic with the broader offer of 
Waroona (so you know you’re in Waroona, not just any town 
anywhere)

S5

Themes: Links:

S6 - Light up the town

E4

Themes: Links:

S2

Themes: Links:
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Revitalisation Strategies

Economic

3

E1 -Town centre Sunday trading
A trial of Sunday trading in a staged manner is proposed to assist a 
transition to more weekend activity within the town centre - being 
run on the same day as the Waroona Community Markets. Sunday 
trading should be aligned with a significant promotion/campaign 
(i.e. ‘Waroona Sunday Sessions’) promoting the town centre being 
open on these Sundays to attract day visitors to the area. 

As an addition, a campaign could be introduced alongside that 
encourages children to visit shops throughout town to collect 
stamps (or similar) and then retrieve a (sponsored) prize, 
potentially at one end of town to encourage walking throughout.

Intended benefit:
• Slowly shift to increase opening hours in the town centre  

on weekends/Sundays
• Begin with a trial and link with other events to create a 

substantial base of visitors/foot traffic
• Stores recording footfall on these open days will assist to 

collect data on the effectiveness of the Sunday trading at the 
end of the trial, allow for evidence-based review

E2 - Local showcase store
There is a significant amount of local produce from the nearby 
area that cannot be readily accessed in the town centre, 
creating a disconnect between the identity of the region and  
the town centre.

There is an opportunity for the Shire to assist in making spaces 
available for a non-for-profit or community group small business 
to showcase local produce, arts and crafts in the town centre. 

Intended benefit:
• Showcase local produce directly in the town centre 
• Allow the ‘food bowl’ aspect to be displayed front and centre  

in visitor’s experiences of the town centre
• Consolidate local offerings in a visitor ‘hub’

E3 - Business concierge
Building on the existing role of an economic development officer, 
introduce a ‘portfolio’ of ‘business concierge’ to their role at the 
Shire.

This portfolio should be to help connect development 
opportunities in the town with any interested investor, assist 
those who want to start a business, and helps to champion 
development and business initiatives for the town centre.

Intended benefit:
• Champion for new development and business opportunities in 

the town centre
• Purposeful assistance to new initiatives that link in with helping 

to revitalise the town centre
• Collaboration between new prospective business and 

development and other sectors of looking after a town centre

E4 - Town Centre Collective (business 
and landowners)
To facilitate collaboration between these two stakeholder 
groups, a Town Centre Collective group is proposed to champion 
‘ownership’ of the town centre and coordinate town centre 
initiatives and trials. 

Intended benefit:
• Collaboration between businesses and landowners
• A collective responsibility for the face of the town centre
• Ability to hear the opportunities and challenges of both 

stakeholders in a collective environment
• Provide a conduit between businesses and landowners and 

other stakeholders in a centralised manner
• Provide a coordinated front rather than a competitive front – 

i.e. the Collective could decide to run a shopfront theme during 
a certain month and implement this throughout town

The Good Life Store - York Wild at Heart - Pemberton Williams Woolshed

E4

Themes: Links:
Themes:

E3, E5

Themes: Links:
S4, E5

Themes: Links:
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Revitalisation Strategies

Economic
E6 - The great Waroona Roll  
(bus up/ride down event)

E7 - Glamping in town E9 - Facade enhancement program

E8 - Town centre markets

Create a regional attractor activity that involves physical 
recreation and finishes in the town centre. 

For example, ‘The Great Waroona Roll’ could be an activity where 
visitors are bussed up the scarp, given bikes to hire and then are 
led down the scarp, stopping in at attractions along the way.

Intended benefit:
• An activity that connects the assets, activities and attractions 

of the scarp with the town centre

Creating a glamping opportunity / attraction in or close to the 
town centre. Glamping locations should maintain an outlook over 
the natural landscape. 

Intended benefit:
• Offer a more diverse range of accommodation 
• Build on the beauty of the natural aspect of the area as part  

of the visitor experience / desire to stay

As the New Community Space (S1) is progressed, there is the 
opportunity to host markets during the good weather months in 
this space to help expand its role and attract visitors. 

Intended benefit:
• Continue the markets annually and shift according to season/

weather between the New Community Space and Memorial Hall
• Consolidate the southern end of the town centre as the area 

for markets

Establish a façade enhancement program that will incentivise 
businesses/ property owners to refresh and improve their 
shopfront facades to lift the face of the town centre. 
Improvements may include items such as greenery/planting, 
natural materials, improving accessibility, entrances, lighting 
and reinstatement of heritage elements windows or interaction 
with the street.

Intended benefit:
• Promote an improved partnership between the Shire, private 

building owners and business operators in enhancing the 
appearance of the town centre

• Incentivise shop owners and businesses to improve their 
facades that are often the ‘face’ of the town centre

• Visually appealing facades can positively influence the 
perception of a place, improving its economy, safety, social  
and cultural environment

• Creating a more appealing and interesting streetscape that 
creates town centre pride, encourages people to walk through 
town, and attracts further investment

E5 - Equipment hire
Supply hire equipment in the town centre to provide a reason 
for those visiting nearby adventure and recreation opportunities 
to visit. The Shire could facilitate an EOI process to operate 
equipment hire (adventure gear), promotion, lessons and bookings.

Intended benefit:
• A central place in the town centre to hire equipment or assist 

with adventure in the surrounding region
• A reason to stop in the town centre 
• A back-up / reassurance for visitors who may not have brought 

the right equipment to partake in local experiences
• A clear link between town and the surrounding adventure 

offerings

4

E2

Themes: Links: Themes:

E3

Themes: Links:

Themes:

E4, S8

Themes: Links:
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Revitalisation Strategies

Landscape & Environment

5

L1 - Highway landscaping L2 - Planting guide

L3 - Highway verandah

L5 - Connection to water

L4 - Recycle and reuse

Themes:

Themes:

Themes:

Themes:

Themes:

Links:

M5

Links:

S8

Provide a planting guide that creates a level of cohesiveness and 
theming for the town centre as more greenery is encouraged and 
introduced.
• Scale - selecting planting that suits the eventual use of the space
• Access to sun - planting deciduous trees in public spaces and 

alongside shopfronts to allow light in during the winter months.
• Species - a focus on several elected native species

Intended benefit:
• Cohesive landscaping to assist in a coordinated appearance
• Landscaping that is suitable and fit for purpose in its location
• Alignment in both Shire and private investment in landscaping

Create a town centre verandah or ‘Warrandah’ along the 
pedestrian spaces/footpaths of the highway that create shade 
and help to reduce the ‘width’ of the highway. It could be 
implemented in small sections, focussing on where there are 
unattractive facades or empty lots, or lack of existing verandahs, 
eventually creating a fully connected feature

Intended benefit:
• Assist to ‘fill in the gaps’ on the main street 
• Tie in town centre aesthetic with local industry (irrigation)
• Provide amenity and shade for pedestrians to create a more 

pleasant walking environment 
• Bring in more greenery to the highway

Along with a general wide approach to sustainability in town, 
there should also be a push to re-use and renew materials, 
resources and structures. This will help to create the connection 
between the surrounding natural areas and town, as well as 
provide a feeling of ‘authenticity’ to the town centre.

Intended benefit:
• Encourage sustainable measures – native plantings, water reuse 

and efficiency, energy efficiency, and recycling of materials 
• Re-use and recycling of materials and structures

Water should be celebrated throughout town through 
installations, public artworks, waterplay, misters, water statues etc. 

Intended benefit:
• Celebrate the important local connection to water in the  

materiality and look of the town centre
• Include water as part of the town centre experience

South Western Highway

New plantings

Artist impression of the Warrandah

Provide the planting of trees on either side of the highway to 
introduce shade into the public realm without obstructing larger 
vehicles.

The median can, in part, become landscaped to help increase 
planting throughout town whilst still allowing crossing points.

Intended benefit:
• Introduce more landscaping and greenery throughout the  

town centre
• Link to the natural qualities of the surrounding area
• Introduce shade and amenity for pedestrians
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Revitalisation Strategies

Movement and Layout

Highway Speed Signage

Cycling Speed Signage

Walking Speed Signage

• More detail and information per sign, suited  
to a slower pace

• Indicate walking times to attractions
• All signs to look the same for continuity and  

to tie into the town centre aesthetic
• Opportunity to incorporate lighting and branding

• Linked in with bike path markings (i.e. same 
colour / appearance)

• Sign posts to show distance to other assets -  
bike parking, wash down, pump track, trails etc.

• Bigger size with larger font for a faster pace 
• Locate well ahead of turn offs (250m+)
• Clear, easy to follow directions to prevent 

confusion
• Supplement big signs with smaller directional 

signage in a similar style to continue through link 
/ action

6

M1 -RV Parking M2 - Wayfinding and signage

M3 - Pedestrian paths

M4 - Bicycle connections

Create RV and caravan parking bays in the area of Foureacre 
Street opposite the IGA and Hotel.

Intended benefit:
• Located near IGA, Hotel and chemist services for visitor 

convenience
• Located near shaded trees
• Designed to accommodate larger bays in the centre of town

Installing signage throughout the town centre that will assist 
primarily visitors, but also locals, locating relevant assets. Three 
main categories of signage should be explored to complement 
different experiences of the town centre:

• Walking speeds – directional/information and interpretational 
signage

• Cycling speeds – connective cycling network in town
• Highway speeds – largely directional to points of rest and 

attraction

Intended benefit:
• Assist visitors in navigating the town centre and key rest 

points, parking and attractions
• Assist navigation through to the town centre en route to 

attractions to increase passing traffic and trade
• Cater to different speeds of experiencing the town centre and 

designing signage to be best interpreted at these movements
• Further tie-in and enhance the town centre aesthetic through 

wayfinding and signage
• Provide a connected cycle network experience throughout 

town
• Encourage visitors to safely park and then walk to explore the 

town centre, rather than drive from point to point

Improve pedestrian connections (visual and physical accessibility) 
throughout the town centre – improving existing connections and 
creating some new mid-block links where logical.

Intended benefit:
• Improve visual and physical accessibility and connectivity 
• Create safer highway pedestrian crossing points
• Improve existing pedestrian paths and create new paths to link 

in with the strategy initiatives

Improved cycle connections and infrastructure in the town 
centre will be important to facilitate cycling as a transport and 
recreation. Connecting to future and existing trails through 
bicycle paths and signage is important, particularly to those 
identified in the Peel Trails Strategy:

• Waroona and Hamel bike trail
• Waroona Lakes bike trail

Intended benefit:
• Linking to broader cycling connections (trails) with the town centre
• Provide infrastructure in town for locals and visitors

M3

Themes: Links:

S8, S5

Themes: Links:

M2

Themes: Links:

M6, S1, M2

Themes: Links:
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Revitalisation Strategies

Movement and Layout

7

M5 - East-west intersection 
reconfiguration

M6 - Adventure station

M7 - Hierarchy of event spaces

M8 - Parking and a pleasent walk

Creating a centralised area in Fouracre Street adjacent the RV 
parking for visitors to utilise. This area should include:
• A relocated dump point
• Mountain bike (or other recreation equipment) wash down 

station 
• Water re-fill 

Intended benefit:
• Incentivise visitors to the surrounding recreation activities to 

utilise the town centre
• Create a welcoming and practical area for visitors

To assist with more year-round calendar of events, create a 
‘hierarchy’ of event spaces throughout town that can cater for 
different event sizes and demands. Existing event spaces within 
the town centre should be first utilised (Showgrounds, Memorial 
Hall, Drakesbrook Place, New Community Space, Fouracre Street), 
with other spaces only introduced in the future to diversity the 
existing offer. 

Intended benefit:
• Diversity of event spaces in the town centre
• Guidance for the future introduction of event spaces in town 

There is a perceived lack of fit-for-purpose parking in the town 
centre. Along with the new RV parking, some additional car bays 
should be introduced into Foureacre Street.

However, the overall strategy is to direct visitors and locals to a 
centralised bank of parking (on Foureacre) and create easier and 
more pleasant pedestrian connections to destinations within the 
town centre, to reduce the need for giving over large amounts of 
land to only car parking.

Intended benefit:
• Create a pleasant walking experience within town to reduce 

the need for over-supply of car parking 
• Centralised car parking tied in with wayfinding signage
• Assisted navigation of the town centre on-foot to encourage 

walking

L1

Themes: Links:

Themes:

S5

Themes: Links:

S4, M2, M3

Themes: Links:

To facilitate a better northern entry into the town centre and a 
better intersection at Coronation Road / Thatcher Street, it is 
proposed that the Shire acquire the lot on the north western 
corner (Lot 214) to help facilitate a reconfiguration of the 
intersection and create a ‘greener’ approach into town.

Intended benefit:
• Reduce safety concerns of the existing intersection
• Create a green entry into town
• Continue shopfront access and pedestrian access through the 

re-design

Bike wash-down station Dump point Water re-fill station

Lot 214
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Turno� and parking signage

500M BEFORE THATCHER ST 
(DAM + WEIR TURNOFF)

500M BEFORE THATCHER ST 
(DAM + WEIR TURNOFF)

200M BEFORE MILLAR ST
(RV & PARKING)

200M BEFORE MILLAR ST
(RV & PARKING)

Easier crossing point

Key pedestrian routes 

LEGEND

DIVERTED CORONATION ROAD

GREEN ENTRY
STATEMENT

40m

Visitor & Tourism

ADVENTURE STATION

RV PARKING

RV + GENERAL PARKING

NEW COMMUNITY SPACE

M3 - Pedestrian paths M4 - Bicycle connections

Broader Town Centre Structure Movement & Layout
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Feedback & Next Steps

Andy Bron Hayley

Feedback
Thank you for taking the time to drop-by today 
and show interest in the future of your town 
centre. This is the draft version of the Strategy 
and we are very much welcoming your feedback 
at this important stage.

We are seeking feedback through several 
different streams:

Speak to one of element’s team 
members here today

Write a thought or idea on a sticky  
note and stick it on the relevant panel

Complete a feedback form today  
and hand to a team member

View the panels online and complete 
a feedback form (in a survey format) – 
available for 4 weeks until Wednesday 
13th January 2021 via the Shire’s 
website 

www.waroona.wa.gov.au/community/community-
engagement/town-centre-revitalisation-strategy.aspx

Next Project 
Steps
The next steps for the Town 
Centre Revitalisation Strategy  
in 2021 are:

1. Analyse the feedback from 
today and online

2. Meet with the Town Centre 
Taskforce / Council to discuss 
the feedback

3. Complete the Implementation 
Framework (which provides 
implementation steps and 
guidance for each strategy)

4. Finalise the Town Centre 
Revitalisation Strategy Report 
with feedback from the Shire


